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107.23$107.23 109.98 $109.98 $119.99$119.99 $132.9 9$132.99 107.37$107.37 119.98$119.98$119.98 1.6 $101.61 104.98 $104.98 $89.99$89.99 $99.99$99.99 Visit the help section or contact us Top Reviews The latest top reviews Customers interested in VacMaster/Dry Vacuum Pot Filter (#VCFS) were also interested in the
following items. Today's best Vacmaster VBV1210 dealsThe Vacmaster VBV1210 is a great vacuum cleaner that is ideal for shops or large spaces. Its durable design also doubles as a blower. To check out the other models we looked at and see which one came out on top, head to our guide to the best store gaps. Vacmaster VBV1210:
FeaturesVacmaster VBVV1210 is strong and robust. The tank can hold up to 12 gallons of dust, waste, or water. The engine, at its peak, reaches five horsepower. The vacuum sucked up to 2 gallons of liquid in 3.9 seconds, which means you can get water from your basement if there is ever a flood. The engine is useful when the vacuum
turns into a portable fan as well. At 210mph, the blower capacity of this empty shop is unmatched. The large tank makes the vacuum harder to move around and store, however. The Vacmaster VBV1210 is definitely great, but that doesn't mean it's not portable. The vacuum moves around four 360-degree casters, which are quick to install.
One concern we've had is that the wheels don't snap in place. It's not a big deal when the vacuum is in use and you're rolling around, but they could fall out if you need to lift the entire unit in the air. The tank is dark blue and made of durable polypropylene with a nice, bright finish. The best part of Vacmaster is the thick tube. The diameter
of the tube is 2.5 inches and can reach a length of 7 feet. When using the vacuum, you can pull it around the hose without risk of detachment and get large materials. One thing we really appreciate about this empty shop is the large drain door at the bottom of the tank. Other store vacs are needed to lift the tank and toss it. Despite its size,
the Vacmaster is not clumsily heavy. The vacuum weighs a manageable 17 pounds. Vacmaster VBV1210: PerformanceAccess different filters are available for the Vacmaster VBV1210. It comes standard with a cartridge filter for cleaning dry debris but includes a foam filter that you can go out for liquids. The cartridge filter was easy to
install and remained incredibly clean after a few passes. Vacmaster works for dust, such as drywall, soot, or ash, but the manufacturer suggests buying a separate dust filter, which is sold separately. Heavy tank has a shelf for attachments, and there is no shortage of options available in this store vacuum. The Vacmaster VB1210 comes
with eight different attachments. There are two extension sticks, which means you can vacuum the floor without having to lean over or reach the ceiling for dust and cobwebs. Spider. a car nozzle and slot tool for cleaning wallpaper and intermediate seats. Vacuum has a concentration tool for spot cleaners. We really like the extra fan
attachment, too. While most of the wet-dry gaps in our reviews turn into a fan, few manufacturers thought to include a fan nozzle that helps spread out the air to cover a wider area. Should you buy the Vacmaster VBV1210? The Vacmaster VBV1210 is a flexible vacuum that could become the only vacuum you need in your home. It can
clean normal carpet and leaks, but it is made for serious debris, dirt in your garage, and flooding. Works well as a standalone fan; it doesn't just have the function thrown in as an afterthought. Different filter options also mean that the vacuum should last a long time without you having to worry that the dust will corrupt the machine. This is
one of the best store gaps on the market. The best vacmaster VBV1210 offers of today's date Go to content Last updated date: October 14, 2020 Why trust the DWYM? DWYM is the trusted source of product review. Together with our internal experts, our team analyzes thousands of product reviews from the most trusted websites. Then
we create an easy-to-use review. Find out more. Look for the DWYM stamp for products that are the best in the category. We looked at the top Wet Dry Gaps and dug through reviews from some of the most popular review sites. Through this analysis, we have determined the best liquid dry vacuum you need to buy. Editor's note October
14, 2020: Checkout The best wet dry vacuum for a detailed review of all the top liquid dry vacuums. The versatility of this vac makes it stand out from the crowd. It works great on all surfaces from hardwood to wallpaper, and the machine is disconnected in seconds for an instant sheet fan. This wet dry vacuum will last, thanks to heavy
duty wheel wheels and a durable polypropylene container. In our analysis of 63 expert reviews, the Vacmaster Vacmaster Wet/Dry Vacuum, 12-Gallon placed 4th when we looked at the top 13 products in the category. For the full ranking, see below. With this convenient 2-in-1 tool, you can get a powerful 5 top HP liquid/dry vac that turns
into a 210 MPH leaf blower with an effortless push of a button. There is no longer hassling with cumbersome latches and locks. This liquid/dry vacuum has a rough 12 gallon polypropylene tank, on board auxiliary storage, an additional large leak for evacuation and 11 accessories that will be useful for most empty and fan applications. The
flexible and powerful Vac vac detachable blower is easily converted from a standard liquid/dry vacuum to a detachable blower. Ideal for all kinds of around-the-house cleaning tasks, this handy vac gathers within minutes, easily shifts between modes, and provides strong suction and a very large drainage port for efficient, reliable use. Two
powerful tools in one The VBV1210 offers two powerful tools tools packaging, easily transforming from a standard liquid/dry vacuum into a detachable blower. If work drains a clogged utility sink, blowing saw dust off your workbench, or vacuuming your car's wallpaper, the VBV1210 can take care of it. And thanks to its hard polypropylene
construction and heavy duty casters, the VBV1210 is sure to last, so you can count on it for any cleaning work that may come your way. Effortlessly converts from vacuum to blower The VBV1210 is cleverly designed for quick and easy transition from vacuum to blower and back again. Simply move the release button with one finger to
select the mode you need. Get the job done quickly and efficiently equipped with a five horsepower (top) engine, the VBV1210 blows air at 210 MPH for quick cleaning. In addition, a 12-gallon tank combines with an extremely large drain door to minimize downtime, and a 12-foot cable gives you plenty of range and conveniently wraps for
storage. In addition, the handles ensure comfortable portability, while an oversized and dust-sealed power switch makes for simple, reliable operation. Onboard storage and easy assembly The VBV1210 comes with eight accessories to help you do the right job. To keep these components organized, the VBV1210 provides on-board
storage to the casters and power head. Also, this vacuum gathers within minutes, so you can start cleaning work immediately. The VBV1210 is supported by a two-year warranty. An HP 5-peak engine that is sufficient for most standard household cleaning requirements powers this unit. You can use the unit for cleaning hard flooring, thick
carpeting, and furniture. The vac's powerful suction capabilities combined with this large pipe can actually speed up extraction time, a substantial operation during an emergency water removal event. An automatic stop flotation valve lets you know when the tank is full and needs to be emptied. Its extremely well-designed wheel bases give
it excellent balance, and its 12ft power cord and 7ft tube (not including extensions) give you over 20ft of reach without having to bust out the extension cord. This vacuum has a detachable machine, meaning it can instantly be turned into a nailed leaf blower that is easy to tote around the yard or use for garage cleaning. This unit comes
with a ton of goodies straight from box, including blower nozzles, and adapter for fan want, and two extension sticks. You will also get a car nozzle, crack tool, utility nozzle 8, and an air/noise spreader. The Vacmaster is capable of moving air at up to 200 mph, and powerful enough to move embedded sheets, dirt, and debris with its 5
horsepower engine. The Vacmaster VBV1210 consists of a robust polypropylene construction, which can get abuse without splitting. The vacuum cleaner also has heavy duty casters, which will hold up all the cleaning tasks you will be faced with. The cable cable may be larger. At 12' time, it's a little short by industry standards. Most users
have adapted by adding a permanent extension cable to the function, especially when using detachable sheet fan function. The power cord is too short and lacks suction. Replacing/switching filters from dry to liquid filter could be simpler. The only problem we found with this VacMaster was its power: It sucked up to 1.36 gallons of water in
ten seconds, placing it in the middle of the pack. We also felt that the suction was not quite as strong as we have seen with similar models in the 5 HP series although it will do the job and is not underpowered by any means. Short rope is also something you will want to keep in mind. It does not have a HEPA filter. Vicki Liston Home
Improvement ExpertVicki Liston writes, produces, and narrates On The Fly... DIY, an award-winning home improvement and DIY show unique project seminars for the occasional DIY'er. Home Improvement and All Things DIY has been Liston's passion since she bought her first home in 2007 and started video blogs in 2014. It has
performed hundreds of DIY projects, from small to large, wall-breaking renovations and can teach you how to make a modern DIY barn door for cheap. The revenue earned by On The Fly... DIY donated to non-killing animal shelters and rescue organizations. You can find her show on Prime Video. What do flooded basements, chaos in
your lab and ashy aftermath of a barbecue have in common? If you think it's all major annoyances, make no mistake – but it's also all jobs for a wet/dry vacuum. Wet/dry vacs, or shop vacs, are common accessories in woodshops, but they can also help with many different mess. These versatile devices have stronger suction, plus harder
filters and sturdy pots than a standard vacuum. They can pick up debris like nails and screws, and you can use them to clean wet messes. Potholes from a leaky dishwasher or water basins that need evacuation don't stand a chance against a wet/dry vac. Standard vacuums work using a relatively simple process. Once you turn them on,
the engine receives electricity that drives the fan and the brush roll (that spiky part that goes deep into your carpet and gets tangled with the hair). After the engine starts working, it creates a low pressure area behind the fan, which produces the suction you need to chase down the dust bunnies. Your mess moves to the removable dust or
vacuum container, and ouf! You have a clean floor. Store vacs have different power levels for different size crap. The strength of a wet/dry vacuum is measured in sealed pressure units (or SP), says Vicki Liston, a home improvement expert and host of Fly... DIY, an award-winning show with project tutorials. Vacs with SP rating above You
should be able to handle almost everything you throw at them. Cubic feet per minute, or CFM, is your vac airflow rating. If you're sucking up tiny particles like sawdust, choose something that's at least 90 CFMs, adds Liston. If you vacuum up heavier items like nuts and bolts, look for an air force (AP, also called Watts air speed) rating over
250. Another difference between wet/dry vacuums and standard vacuums is engine mounting. Instead of sitting inside the vacuum container, a wet/dry vac machine sits on top of the container. This design allows anything that suck up through the tube to go directly into the container instead of passing over the engine. It's why wet/dry vacs
can safely get water - if water moves through electrical or mechanical parts, it could create a dangerous electric shock. Some wet/dry vac models also conducted air through an opening in the container. With the help of a few accessories, you can turn this opening into a blower in many vacs stores. Vacs turning into a blower make your
autumn leaf chores much easier. We have covered the basics of wet/dry vacuum, but be sure to see the Tips &amp; Tips to find the perfect choice for your needs. Before you buy, think about where you will get the most use from your wet/dry vacuum. If you buy it for heavy duty construction projects, a larger unit is suitable. A portable vac
is fine for everyday tasks like vacuuming your car or sucking up spilled liquids in your kitchen. Wet/dry vacs have an unparalleled level of flexibility and can get a lot more debris than a standard vacuum. However, this convenience has a cost. Most wet/dry vacs are much heavier and bulkier than a standard vacuum, so make sure you take
a look at the weight of the unit when you buy it. You will also want to take into account the weight of dust, dirt and junk it will take. Make sure you can comfortably lift and handle this weight. Most gaps weighing over 20 pounds will have something in the neighborhood of a 16-gallon capacity, while gaps under 10 pounds can get about 2.5
gallons of mess. Check out the length of the vacuum tube and power cable. Unless you want to stop every few minutes and find a new power outlet, you will need a nice long cord for vacuuming up larger areas. A 12-foot cable works well for larger rooms, while a six-foot cord is easy to store and small tasks simple and quick. Will you need
a wet/dry vac with wheels? Cleaning an entire construction area means you'll need some help moving the vac around, but wheels can get cumbersome if you need to take the vac and get between the seats in your car. Wet/dry vacs come with accessories galore, so you can get most of your investment. A fully accessorized liquid/dry vac
will come with a brush, a crack crack a detail brush and a deluxe car nozzle. It is a great choice for cleaning your car. Others will add multiple expansion sticks, so they are ideal for achieving every space in your woodshop. Drawing a wet/dry vacuum prevents water from crossing paths with internal electrical components, but you could be
in for some trouble if the outer cord ends up in a puddle. Investing in a ground fault circuit interrucker (or GFCI) is the smartest thing you can do to stay safe while using your wet vacuum mode. GFCIs travel electricity in just 1/40 of a second, preventing vibration or reducing shock damage. The three-pronged electrical outlets have built-in
GFCIs, but there are also portable versions that you can connect to two protrusions, as well as connectors that incorporate the GFCI module. Portable wired GFCIs and GFCIs are available online or at your local hardware store. Although wet/dry spaces are designed differently from standard vacuums, they still use filters. It wasn't until I
ventilated a room with drywall powder that I realized how critical proper filter size was in wet/dry gaps, says home improvement pro Vicki Liston. Before starting each task, consider the debris size and install the appropriate filter. They are available from fine to large and liquid for wet environments. Check the cost of filter replacements
again before you buy your wet/dry vacuum. Cleaning your filter is essential if you want your vacuum to work at its highest level. Liquid filters are made from foam, and you should set them aside to dry after every wet mess you clean. Once dry, give them a good shake to knock off any debris. If it's still dirty, keep it under running water for a
few minutes. Make sure you rinse from the inside of the filter outwards. Let it sit for a long time in a room with low humidity - this prevents mold from forming. Cleaning dry filters is a little simpler. If they are reusable, you can loosely hit any debris and call a day. If you've just finished a great job, rinse them with water on both sides and give
them plenty of time to dry in the air. Are you using a disposable filter? Just toss it and start over with a new filter the next time you're vacuuming. standard filter that you will use for dry messes will vary depending on which wet/dry vac you choose. Some come with HEPA filters. These filters force air particles through the ultra-thin grid, and
are great at collecting small particles and allergens. It helps prevent the spread of dust as you clean, making it an ideal filter for anyone with allergies or asthma. You should throw some liquid/dry vacs upside down to clean clean the container. Other models have dust bags that you can empty or remove instead of fliping the entire container
upside down. Make sure your wet/dry vacuum is easy for you to lift and tilt before you deliver your cash. Cash.
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